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Juvenile	Nonfiction		
Joe	Biden:	From	Scranton	to	the	White	House,	Heather	E.	Schwarz		
Former Vice President Joe Biden played an essential role in the Obama administration. Follow his 
career from Delaware’s longest-serving senator to his race back to the White House. 
 
Kamala	Harris:	Madam	Vice	President,	Heather	E.	Schwarz	
Kamala Harris is known as a tough prosecutor. She rose to fame as California’s attorney general 
who took on the big banks. As a United States senator, she stood up to President Trump and held his 
administration accountable by demanding answers. In 2019 she launched a campaign for the presidency and 
dedicated it to all Americans with the slogan “Kamala for the People.” Though she didn’t win the 
nomination, she earned her place on the ticket as Joe Biden’s vice-presidential pick. She made 
history as the first Black and Indian woman to be elected vice president. Follow her fight to the 
White House! 
	
Alexandria	Ocasio-Cortez:	Political	Headliner,	Anna	Leigh	
American politician Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is the youngest woman ever to serve in the US 
Congress. Learn about her young life, her work as an activist, and her career in the House of 
Representatives. 
 
My	Bed,	Rebecca	Bond	and	Sally	Mayor	
“Children around the world go to sleep in different beds in this ingeniously illustrated picture 
book...Read this before bedtime to ensure a world of sweet dreams.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review. 
Delightful rhymes and charming hand-stitched art celebrate the many ways we sleep across the world.  
 

Fantasy/Science	Fiction			
Epic	Zero:	Tales	of	a	Not-So-Super	6th	Grader,	R.	L.	Ullman	
Epic	Zero	2:	Tales	of	a	Pathetic	Power	Failure,	R.	L.	Ullman	
Epic	Zero	3:	Tales	of	a	Super	Lame	Last	Hope,	R.	L.	Ullman	
Elliott Harkness wants nothing more than to join his family as part of the Freedom 
Force, the world's greatest super-hero team. There's only one problem, he's a "Zero," 
that's super-speak for powerless. Frequently abandoned by his crime-fighting family, 
teased by his older super-sister, and picked on at school, Elliott is miserably ordinary in his heroically extraordinary family.All of that 
changes when a mysterious new girl comes to town. She believes Elliott is far from ordinary. In fact, she thinks Elliott is the only one 
capable of capturing a strange and powerful orb that crash-landed on Earth before it falls into the wrong hands. To succeed, Elliott will 
have to do more than just find the orb. He'll have to fend off menacing supervillains, face globe-conquering aliens, and figure out 
who's truly on his side. But when Elliott realizes he's the planet's last hope, will he find the power within himself to be the epic hero 
he's always wanted to be? Or, will he always be just an Epic Zero? 
	
Secret	of	the	Plague	God,	Sarwat	Chadda		
Thirteen-year-old Sik wants a simple life going to school and helping at his parents’ deli in the evenings. But all 
that is blown to smithereens when Nergal comes looking for him, thinking that Sik holds the secret to eternal life. 
Turns out Sik is immortal but doesn’t know it, and that’s about to get him and the entire city into deep, deep 
trouble. Sik’s not in this alone. He’s got Belet, the adopted daughter of Ishtar, the goddess of love and war, on his 
side, and a former hero named Gilgamesh, who has taken up gardening in Central Park. Now all they have to do 
is retrieve the Flower of Immortality to save Manhattan from being wiped out by disease. To succeed, they’ll 
have to conquer sly demons, treacherous gods, and their own darkest nightmares. “Featuring gods and 
goddesses, and importantly, Muslim heroes, this #OwnVoices tale eerily echoes our pandemic presents; but 
readers will find escape in the entertaining balance of an apocalyptic setting with irreverent humor.”—School Library Journal 
 
	
	
	
	
	



Fire	Keeper	(Storm	Runner	#2),	J.	C.	Cervantes		
Shadow	Crosser	(Storm	Runner	#3),	J.	C.	Cervantes	
Zane Obispo's new life on a beautiful tropical island should be perfect. But he can't control his 
newfound fire skills yet; there's a painful rift between him and his dog ever since she became a 
hellhound; and he doesn't know what to do with his feelings for Brooks. One day he discovers 
that by writing the book about his misadventures with the Maya gods, he unintentionally put 
other godborn children at risk. Unless Zane can find the godborns before the gods do, they will 
be killed. To make matters worse, Zane learns that his father, the Maya god Harukan, is 
scheduled to be executed! 
——— 
Zane Obispo has been looking forward to his training at the Shaman Institute for Higher Order Magic - anything would be better than 
how he has spent the last three months: searching for the remaining godborns with a nasty demon who can sniff them out (literally). 
But when Zane tracks down the last kid on his list, he's in for a surprise: the 'one' is actually a pair of twins, and they're trying to 
prevent a mysterious object from falling into the wrong hands. Zane and his friends embark on their most treacherous mission yet - a 
mission that, with one blunder, could change history as we know it. 
 
Sal	&	Gabi	Fix	the	Universe	(Sal	&	Gabi	#2),	Carlos	Hernandez	
Among many other challenges, Sal and Gabi have to try to make everything right with our world when there is a 
rogue Gabi from another universe running loose. Sal Vidon doesn't want to live a Mami-free life. Pulling different 
versions of his mother from other universes is how he copes with missing his own, who died years ago. But Sal's 
father, a calamity physicist, is trying to shut down all the wormholes Sal creates, because Papi thinks they are 
eroding the very fabric of our world. All of Papi's efforts are in vain, however, because a Gabi from another 
universe has gone rogue and is popping up all over the place, seeking revenge for the fact that her world has been 
destroyed. While Sal and Gabi work together to keep both Papi and Rogue Gabi under control, they also have to 
solve the mystery of Yasmany, who has gone missing from school. Could it have something to do with the 
wormhole in the back of his locker?  
	
Tristan	Strong	Destroys	the	World,	Kwame	Mbalia		
Tristan Strong, just back from a victorious but exhausting adventure in Alke, the land of African American folk 
heroes and African gods, is suffering from PTSD. But there's no rest for the weary when his grandmother is 
abducted by a mysterious villain out for revenge. Tristan must return to Alke--and reunite with his loud-mouthed 
sidekick, Gum Baby--in order to rescue Nana and stop the culprit from creating further devastation. Anansi, now a 
"web developer" in Tristan's phone, is close at hand to offer advice, and several new folk heroes will aid Tristan in 
his quest, but he will only succeed if he can figure out a way to sew broken souls back together. 
	
Graphic	Novels	
Class	Act,	Jerry	Craft 
New York Times bestselling author Jerry Craft returns with a companion book to New Kid, winner of the 2020 
Newbery Medal, the Coretta Scott King Author Award, and the Kirkus Prize. This time, it’s Jordan’s friend Drew 
who takes center stage in another laugh-out-loud funny, powerful, and important story about being one of the few 
kids of color in a prestigious private school. Eighth grader Drew Ellis is no stranger to the saying “You have to 
work twice as hard to be just as good.” His grandmother has reminded him his entire life. But what if he works 
ten times as hard and still isn’t afforded the same opportunities that his privileged classmates at the Riverdale 
Academy Day School take for granted? To make matters worse, Drew begins to feel as if his good friend Liam 
might be one of those privileged kids. He wants to pretend like everything is fine, but it’s hard not to withdraw, 
and even their mutual friend Jordan doesn’t know how to keep the group together. As the pressures mount, will 
Drew find a way to bridge the divide so he and his friends can truly accept each other? And most important, will he finally be able to 
accept himself 
 
Gina—The	Girl	Who	Broke	the	World	(Hilo	#7),	Judd	Winick 
Hundreds of years ago, MAGIC disappeared from Earth. At least...UNTIL NOW. Because suddenly, giant 
magical beings are appearing and only GINA can see them. Not to mention, Gina can somehow do magic 
herself. Magic is powerful. But it can also be DANGEROUS. With DJ and HILO's help, can Gina figure out 
how to protect the magical beings from the creatures who are after them? AND how to use her magic to become 
who she was always meant to be? And can she do it WITHOUT putting the entire PLANET in JEOPARDY?! 
	
	
	



Easy	Readers/Beginning	Chapter	Books		
Fox	versus	Winter,	Corey	R.	Tabor	  
Fox does not like winter. None of his friends are around to play. He is bored 
and alone. Then Fox has an idea. If he cannot escape winter, he will fight it! 
 
Jack	at	Bat,	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Greg	Pizzoli	
Jack	at	the	Zoo,	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Greg	Pizzoli	
Jack	Gets	Zapped,	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Greg	Pizzoli	
Jack	Goes	West,	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Greg	Pizzoli	
Too	Many	Jacks,	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Greg	Pizzoli	
From New York Times bestselling author Mac Barnett and Geisel Award-
winning illustrator Greg Pizzoli, an uproarious early reader series about a 
mischievous rabbit, a cranky old lady, and a lovable dog. 
 
Duck	Days,	Sara	Leach,	illustrated	by	Rebecca	Bender	
Irma is Lauren’s best friend. Irma knows all the strategies Lauren uses when her Autism Spectrum Disorder makes 
it hard to “go with the flow.” Lauren helps Irma learn English words and understand unfamiliar customs. So why 
does Irma suddenly want to introduce Lauren to her mountain-biking, litter-dropping neighbor Jonas? Why is Irma 
calling Jonas her friend? As if sharing Irma weren’t bad enough, Lauren also has an alarming new problem at 
school. Their teacher has announced a mountain biking day when the students will learn to ride their bikes on an 
obstacle course. But Lauren still uses training wheels. She just can’t face the teasing she will get when her 
classmates see them. She isn’t brave like Irma. She can’t go with the flow like Dad. How can she possibly face this 
challenge?  
	
Board	Books/Picture	Books		
Slow	Snail,	Mary	Murphy		
Where is that snail going so s-l-o-w-l-y? Mary Murphy brings her surefire baby appeal to this bright concept 
book. Snail is soooo slow! It takes her all day to slide down her flower, through a boot, under a stick, along a 
bottle, and in and out of a brick, trailing silver all the way. But when she finally arrives at her vegetable bed, 
it’s worth it -- she’s just in time for dinner! 
	
A	Girl	Like	Me,	Angela	Johnson,	illustrated	by	Nina	Crews	
“Once I dreamed I swam / the ocean / and saw everything deep, cool / and was part of the waves. / I swam on 
by the people / onshore / hollering, / ‘A girl like you needs to / stay out of the water / and be dry / like everyone 
else.’“ 
Empower young readers to embrace their individuality, reject societal limitations, and 
follow their dreams. This inspiring picture book brings together a poem by acclaimed 
author Angela Johnson and Nina Crews’s distinctive photocollage illustrations to 
celebrate girls of color. 
 
The	Bug	Collector,	Alex	G.	Griffiths	
After George visits the Museum of Wildlife with Grandad, all he can think about is bugs! 
The very next day he goes out hunting, but he soon finds there are no more insects left in 
the garden, and the ones he has captured in jars don't look very happy. George is about to 
learn exactly why bugs are so important. 
	
Out	the	Door,		Christy	Hale	
Out the door, down the stoop, past the neighbors, along the block ... Through tree-lined streets, onto a crowded 
subway car, into the classroom with friends, and finally, retracing her steps back home again. There's so much 
to see in Christy Hale's warm, richly textured collage artwork and simple, evocative text set in a busy 
Brooklyn cityscape. Out the Door is the perfect back-to-school book for young kids learning to find their way 
around a city. Parents and teachers can use this read-aloud to familiarize kids with a host of directional words 
to describe their first school days. 
	
	
	



The	Space	Walk,	Brian	Biggs	
Astronaut Randolph Witherspoon wants to take a walk--a space walk, that is! But Ground Control has 
other ideas. Randolph must eat some lunch, get some exercise, and then he can go outside, provided he 
dresses warmly and doesn't talk to strangers. But Randolph's mission doesn't exactly go to plan, leading to 
an unexpected new friend. 
 
Monkey	with	a	Tool	Belt	Blasts	Off!,	Chris	Monroe			
Oh no, the Moon Malt machine at the Superstar Space Station and Snack Bar is 
broken! The ever-resourceful Chico Bon Bon and his trusty sidekick Clark the 
elephant ZOOM to the rescue. While working on the malfunctioning Moon Malt 
machine, they discover myriad other things in need of fixing, including a hatch and a 
latch and a droid's underwear. And then―FWHOOSH! KA-BOING!―what was 
that? It's the	cutest alien in the universe, and she's stranded at the space station due to 
a broken down spaceship!	Thanks to Chico's know-how and his extensive tool 
collection there's a fix for every problem under the sun―and beyond! 


